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As a Self-Leadership Coach, Amanda Flisher holds an Associate Certified Coach certificate through the ICF, is a certified Health Coach through ACE, and is a trained Strengths Educator through the Gallup Organization.

Ms. Flisher began her private practice in 2014 after years in the Leadership and Talent Development field. She is now on a mission to partner, guide, support, and coach curious individuals who want to learn more about who they are so they can apply it to everything they do.

Ms. Flisher has an unwavering passion to help put more YOU in your life. Individuals that usually work with her tend to come to her to:

- Learn more about their Strengths
- Uncover truths about their potential
- Have more confidence in their personal and professional lives
- Define their version of success and setting realistic goals to achieve it
- Design work/life balance
- Continue with health
- Create well-being goals
- Create their own unique coaching package that fits with where they are at that time